
TCCWE Series
TOPAIRE WATER COOLED CENTRIFUGAL CHILLERS 
Cooling Capacity: 250 to 1300 TR (879 to 4572 kW)
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Product Introduction
Topaire Chillers have the complete product lineup, with wide application range to meet variable customer requirements. The full 

falling film heat exchange technology is used to increase the efficiency and decrease the refrigerant charging volume by 40% 

compared to the flooded type. This innovation aids in protecting our environment and decreasing CO
2
 emissions significantly.
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Features
Environment friendly

Low operation cost

R134a, an environmentally friendly refrigerant, has zero ozone depletion potential and completely meets the Montreal Protocol 

without any phase-out plan. The initially designed full falling-film evaporator significantly improves heat exchange efficiency and 

reduces refrigerant charge volume by more than 40%.

The Topaire centrifugal chiller has a COP up to 6.3 in AHRI condition, helped by “free cooling” technology during transition 

season, with no power consumption. Both of these greatly reduce operation costs.

Topaire Control System(TCS) does not incorporate BMS. However, in the case whereby it needs control and monitoring chillers, 

Pre-alarm and fast trouble shooting (Big data analyse) and maintenance advise are available.

Simple & convenient operation

Refrigerant Charge Volume

Conventional 

Centrifugal Chiller

Topaire 3G 

Centrifugal Chiller

40% reduction

100%

50%

100%
ODP

GWP Highly Toxic
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Topaire falling-film 
R134a type
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Keyless impeller coupling and patent design, less mechanical losses, adopts well-known brand parts to ensure stable 

operation, better reliability, stability and long lifespan.

Topaire 3G centrifugal chiller with a wide range compression ratio design works efficiently in a variety of conditions. These 

include large temperature differences with low water flow rate systems, variable primary flow systems, standard water source or 

groundwater systems and ice storage systems. In large projects, it is possible to minimize the initial investment and floor space 

by using large-capacity chillers.

100% run-tested in factory, large research investments and the strict requirements on product quality to ensure high reliability of 

the product.

Reliable quality

Long lifespan

Wide applications  

The centrifugal chiller compressor assembling room is a clean and 

temperature controled space. The core components for a compressor will be 

installed and tested here (Motor, gear, bearing, shaft, impeller etc). Dynamic 

testing for high speed rotation part will be established in the assemble room.

The independent clean room for compressor assembling

8000 kW chiller performance testing center

The 8800kW water cooled chiller testing stand is one of the most advanced 

testing facilities in the world. It is able to simulate all chillers running 

conditions such as AHRI testing condition (6.7/12.2℃, 29.4/35℃). It 

provides all precise testing data for  IPLV and NPLV calculations. Witness 

testing services are optional for all the clients to ensure the top notch

product performance. Every chiller will be tested in the stand before 

shipping.

The 1500kW compressor motor testing lab is used to simulate actual working 

conditions providing an adjusted electrical factor for all the compressors. 

The cooling capacity ranges from 1200kW to 8800kW. The evaporating

temperature ranges from -20℃ to 40℃  while the condensing temperature 

ranges from 25℃ to 80℃. 

1500kW motor performance testing center

    



Six Core Technologies

Explore the Frontier of Aerodynamic Technology

Full Flow Pass Optimization, further increases efficiency

Newly designed three-dimensional flow impeller, coupled with the optimized 

volute, ensures the flow velocity and maximizes efficiency 

Topaire centrifugal compressor adopts 

the over-hung volute which overall

makes the structure compact

Volute Model

The gas flow perfectly matches the interior flow channel, hence the 

loss of impact reduced.

Aerodynamic loss balance design reduces the aerodynamic 

noises

Turbulence Reducing Blade

Entire Optimization

The newly designed high efficiency three-dimensional flow alloy impeller, produced in 

a German GMD 5-aixs machine center, has highly machined precision and 30% reduced 

impeller thickness, thus reducing the axial force losses and separation losses

High EfficiencyThree-dimension Flow Impeller
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Pre-swirling Guide Vane Technology 

Dual stage compression Technology

The compressor is equipped with an airfoil shaped like a pre-swirling guide 
vane, which produces swirl under different load conditions, thus extending 
the operation range and increasing the part load efficiency.

Uniquely designed dual stage compression technology enhances the heat absorption capacity of refrigerant, and lowers 
power consumption, which increases energy efficiency by 6% when compared to single stage compressors.
Dual stage impeller has an equal ratio compression design, which helps to reduce rotation speed and enhance reliability.
Unique three-stage separation economizer simplifies the system design. 

Conventional Guide Vane Pre-swirling Guide Vane 

Pre-swirling
Guide Vane 

Conventional 
Guide Vane

AHRI 550/590 condition

Load (%)
Operation range

Dual stage compressor
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Economizer
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Creative Heat-exchanging Technology

Full falling-film Evaporating Technology

The unique full falling-film evaporating technology: spraying technology causes the liquid 

refrigerant to form and evaporate on the surface of evaporating tubes, which significantly 

boosts heat-exchanging efficiency and reduces refrigerant charge by 40%. Topaire adopts 

patented technologies to ensure the refrigerant is distributed evenly and the liquid does 

not form in the evaporator, which enhances the efficiency of the whole system.

Condenser
The high efficiency heat-exchanger and the optimized structure enhances the heat exchanging performance. The design 

of a reverse flow sub-cooling chamber with multiple turbulences increases the sub-cooling level and improves the overall

performance.

Cooling water inlet

Cooling water inlet

Refrigerant gas inlet

Refrigerant liquid outlet

Reverse flow 
sub-cooling chamber

Baffle board

40% reduction 
of refrigerant charge

Flooded type

Full falling film achieved 

40% less refrigerant charge 

than flooded type

Mixed falling film

Full falling film achieved 

25% less refrigerant charge 

than the mixed flooded type

Full falling film

Almost zero percent liquid level
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Free Cooling Technology- Refrigeration Migration

Prospective-Control Logic
The microcomputer control system has features such as trend

prediction, self-diagnosis, self-adjustment and safety protection. Capable 

of predicting real load change according to target values and load level 

history, prospectively modifying the operation load and preventing energy 

wastage.

Temperature change 
prospective control

Temperature change 
under Prospective-Control

Operation Range, Condensing Temperature, 
Evaporating/Suction Temperature
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Condensing temperature lower limitation

Evaporating /suction temperature

Topaire 3G Centrifugal Chillers feature ‘Free Cooling Technology’. When outdoor temperatures are low and large commercial 

buildings’ interior spaces need cooling, the main unit will work on ‘Free Cooling’ mode. Free cooling technology allows the 

production of chilled water without running a compressor.

The relative warm temperature, and energy are carried directly to the low pressure condenser, where it is cooled and condensed 

by water from the cooling tower. The low temperature liquid refrigerant then flows to the evaporator driven by gravity, then it 

naturally circulates. 

Costs are reduced due to the compressor’s inactivity and zero power consumption of the main unit.

The principle is that the refrigerant tends to move towards the coldest point in a refrigeration circuit. It can be used generally in 

transition seasons such as late fall, winter and early spring.

Off

High 
temperature

Condenser

Evaporator

Low
temperature



Mechanical Specification

Shell and tube condenser and flooded 
type evaporator

Advanced system control and user friendly screen

Gas cooled motorSemi-Hermetic  centrifugal compressorEconomizer in dual stages type

Environment friendly refrigerant 

The motor is cooled by refrigerant which 
ensures excellent performance in various 
working conditions and long life span. This 
high efficiency motor has a power factor of 
up to 97%.

The compressor is  designed on Topaire
advanced design platform, the impeller and 
chamber are precisely aligned . The compressor 
is equipped with less moving parts and 
features a compact design . By using double 
layer design technology noise and vibration 
are effectively managed .

The ecomomizer is used in the dual stage 
compressor.Topaire uniquely designed 
economizer improves efficiency from 5% 
to 8% compared with the single stage. 
compressor 

The condenser is a shell and tube type for easy 
servicing.Flooded type evaporator is used in the 
single stage product and the full falling film evaprator 
is used in dual stage chiller.

R134a is environmentally friendly gas with zero ODP 
(Ozone Depletion Potential) and low GWP (Globle 
Warming Potential). The R134a refrigeration is a good
choice for large chiller.

The system is controlled by industry type PLC with 
multiple functions and high stability. It is an open 
protocol for RS 485 which is compatible with BMS. 
The operation screen is user friendly with  a 10 inch 
colour touchscreen.
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Oil seal

The small gear shaft

Adjustable di°user The high-
level oil tank

Motor shaft

Motor thrust bearing

Spray tube

Balance pipe

Adjustable guide vane

Driving gear

The driving gear radial bearing

Impeller

Pinion shaft

Rotor

Seal assembly 

The power 
delivery surface

Unique spraying technology causes the liquid refrigerant to form a film 

on the tube’s surface and evaporate. By using this technology the heat 

exchange rate increases 3 to 8 % and refrigerant charge decreases 40%.

Full falling film heat exchange technology

The IGV matches with the moveable diffuser to ensure the compressor 

operates with high stability  in low partial load without any 

surge or stall. Capacity adjustment is from 10% to 100%.

Inlet guide vane (IGV) match with movable diffuser

The impeller is coupled to the shaft without any key to eliminate any excess 

stress to the shaft. This ensures the high speed shaft operates with high

stability and longer life span.

Keyless impeller coupling with high speed shaft 

Advanced design platform improves the performance of the impeller, volute and other key components of Topaire

centrifugal chillers, raising the isentropic efficiency of compressors up to 88.2%.



Topaire centrifugal chiller uses a semi-hermetic two-pole motor and is cooled by circulating refrigerant, winding embedded sensors provide positive 

thermal protection to the motor. Asynchronism squirrel cage type motor can achieve high operation performance and long life span. A refrigerant 

cooled motor keeps motor heat out of the mechanical room, decreases vibrations and shaft seal maintenance 

compared with open motors. Refrigerant cooled motors have lower inrush currents and lower operating 

noise than open motor which are air cooled, there is no need to provide additional ventilation.The motor is 

bolted to the compressor gear housing and shaft labyrinth seal prevents refrigerant leakage from the motor to the 

gear box. Low voltage motor provides 6 terminals for reduced starting voltage (wye-delta or auto transformer 

start). High voltage motor provides three terminal posts for full voltage (across the line). Motor terminal pads are 

supplied. The terminal board is protected by a steel terminal box.

The centrifugal compressor with high-strength fully shrouded aluminum alloy impellers and moveable 

inlet guide vane. The enclosed type impeller is designed for balanced thrust and is dynamically balanced 

and tested for smooth, vibration free operation. Airfoil shaped inlet guide vane minimizes flow disruption 

for efficient part load performance. The movement of the inlet guide vane is controlled by a mounted 

electric actuator that responds to refrigeration load on the evaporator. The rotor assembly consists of 

high strength heat-treated alloy steel drive shaft with a high strength, and the high speed shaft is forged 

to guarantee strength and reliability.

High strength aluminum-alloy compressor impellers feature reversed -curved vanes for high efficiency. Airfoil 

shaped inlet guide vanes minimize flow disruption for efficient part load performance. The precisely positioned 

and tightly fitted vanes allow the compressor to unload smoothly from 10% to 100% load output guaranteeing 

smooth operation under real conditions. Movement is controlled by a mounted electrical operator that responds 

to refrigeration load on the evaporator. Impellers are made of high strength aluminum alloy which is tested at 

125% of the designed operating speed.

The impeller and the main shaft are coupled by keyless connection, it eliminates stress concentration 

on the power transmission surface and thus the life span of the impeller is greatly increased. Since 

there is no friction, the efficiency is higher than the traditional key coupling.

Compressor

Motor

Impeller And Inlet Guide Vane

Keyless Impeller Coupling

Precise Gearing

Motor bearings are suitable to handle the radial load, axial load and drive speed. The slide bearing 

base has an embedded babbitt alloy covering which is softer than the main shaft to protect the shaft 

first when emergency happens.  High technology oil film lubrication design keeps the bearing and 

shaft friction free during operation.

Bearing

The specially engineered, single helical gear with crowned teeth keep multiple teeth in contact at all 

times to provide even distribution of compressor load and quiet operation. Gear tooth surfaces are case 

hardened and precision ground which can reach the class of 5. Gears are integrally assembled in the 

compressor rotor support and are oil film lubricated. Each gear is individually mounted in its own journal 

and thrust bearings to isolate it from impeller and motor forces. The double layer soundproof 

compressor design prevents gear contacting noise from escaping.
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Specially engineered gearing, double soundpro gearbox structure, optimized impeller and tunnel design ensures our chillers 

achieve lower sound levels. A gear-driven compressor runs at higher impeller rotational speeds but tends to have less vibration 

than the larger, much heavier, direct drive units.

Inlet guide vanes work with moveable diffusers resulting in a stepless 

capacity range from 10% to 100% and free of surge. The Inlet Guide Vane 

(IGV) is controlled by an actuator that is directly run by the PLC.

Condenser Baffle
The baffle prevents direct impingement of high velocity compressor gas into condenser tubes and eliminates related vibrations 

and wears on the tubes and distributes the refrigerant flow evenly over the length of the condenser for improved efficiency.

A plate type oil cooler is factory mounted on the side of the compressor. An 

external oil filter and oil cooler makes maintenance and filter replacement 

easier. Replacement of the oil filter or oil cooler can be done after the isolation 

valve in the pipe line is closed.

During the running of the chiller unit, a small amount of lube may interfuse with the refrigerant. Topaire patented oil reclaim 

system is designed to return the oil from the heat exchanger back to the oil tank.This improves the refrigerant purity therefore 

increasing the thermal exchange efficiency and providing sufficient oil to the compressor.

Standard starter for Topaire centrifugal chiller which is the wye-delta starter is a popular type for centrifugal chiller 

applications. The motor windings first connect in a “wye” configuration to reduce inrush current to 33.3% of locked rotor 

amps and producing 33.3% of normal starting torque. After a brief delay (transition time), the electrical load is momentarily 

transitioned to resistances while the motor windings are changed to the “delta” configuration. The resistances minimize the 

second inrush current when the delta configuration becomes active. The soft start and VSD are also available for various 

applications.

After assembly, the unit will go through a complete performance test in the test center. The benefits of a performance test 

include verification of performance, prevention of operational problems and assurance of a smooth start-up. A chiller that has 

been tested is fully operational and performance-proven.

The lubrication system consists of an internal oil sump with oil heaters, 

positive displacement oil pump, brazed plate oil cooler, and oil return line. 

High position oil sump supplies oil to the gear surface for lubrication, 

prevents gear wear if sudden power loss occurs.

Lower Sound Levels and Vibration

Advanced Capacity Adjustment 

Reliable Lubricant System

Oil Filter and Oil cooler

Unmatched Oil Reclaim System

Low Inrush Current 

100% Factory Run-Tested
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High-efficiency, externally and internally enhanced heat exchanger tubes provide optimum performance. Tubes in both the 

evaporator and condenser are 3/4" O.D. with a copper alloy internal and external surface. This provides extra wall thickness (up to 

twice as thick) and non-work hardened copper at the support location, extending the life span of the heat exchanger. Each tube 

is roller expanded into the tube sheets providing a leakproof seal, and is individually replaceable. Copper alloy comes standard 

and 90/10 copper-nickel, 304 stainless steel or titanium which can be customized depending on customer requirements.

The evaporator is a shell and tube type heat exchanger. A flow equalizer provides uniform distribution of refrigerant over the 

entire tube length to yield optimum heat transfer. The evaporator shell contains a dual refrigerant relief valve arrangement set at 

185 PSIG (1280 kPa) or a single-relief valve arrangement. Intermediate tube support sheets positioned along the shell axis 

prevent relative tube motion. The waterside is hydraulic tested at 1.5 times the maximum working pressure.

The condenser is shell and tube type, with discharge gas baffle to prevent direct high velocity gas impingement on the tubes. 

The baffle is also used to distribute the refrigerant gas flow properly for most efficient heat transfer. An integral sub-cooler is 

located at the bottom of the condenser shell providing highly effective liquid refrigerant subcooling to provide the highest cycle 

efficiency. Regarding the duel-stage compressing, using the economizer can improve the efficiency by 5-8%. The condenser 

contains a refrigerant relief valve sets at 1.6 MPa. Standard maximum waterside working pressure is 1.0 MPa. The waterside is 

hydraulic tested at 1.5 times the maximum working pressure.

Evaporator Condenser

Heat Exchanger Tube

Evaporator

Condenser
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The removable water boxes are fabricated of steel. The design working pressure is 150 PSIG 

(1034 kPa) and the boxes are tested at 225 PSIG (1551 kPa). Integral steel water baffles are 

located and welded within the water box to provide the integrity required to pass the test 

conditions.The nozzle connections are suitable for flanges and are capped when shipped. 

Plugged 3/4" drain and vent connections are provided in each water box.

There are three refrigerant control devices used in the industry, expansion valves, fixed orifices, and float systems. Topaire standard 

efficiency uses the fixed orifice without any moving parts and increased reliability. The high efficiency and super high efficiency 

type centrifugal chiller are equipped with the orifice as well as electronic ball valve plus liquid level control technology to improve 

the efficiency in the partial load. These matches ensure the chiller works stably in any working situations and improves the IPLV 

and NPLV significantly.

Topaire adopts state-of-the-art microprocessor control system with a durable 

10.4 inch LCD touchscreen. The LCD touchable screen with graphical display of 

chiller parameters, fast and easy access make operation relatively simple. It also 

can communicate with the user's PC and remote control for start/stop and 

operation of the cooling system. More than 30 protection features are used to 

make chiller operation secure and reliable. The latest 10 failure reports can be 

recorded for inquiry.

A separately driven electric oil pump assembly supplies lubricant to the compressor at proper temperature and pressure. After 

filtration, the oil is sent to the oil cooler after adjusting and adjust its pressure as it is transferred to the bearings. Specially designed 

seals are installed on the inner side of motor bearings at both ends to minimize lubricant leakage into the main motor and prevent 

contamination of the R134a in the evaporator. An electric heater is used inside the oil tank to maintain in proper oil temperature all 

the time. Oil temperature is thus maintained in the event of a compressor shutdown, certain oil temperature can be maintained. 

This prevents the R134a gas from entering the oil and decreasing lubrication efficiency. Therefore, while the compressor is shut 

down, it is necessary to keep the oil heater on to maintain the oil at a certain temperature. If the compressor is out of service for an

extended period of time, the operation of the oil heater is still required.

Orifice 

Control Panel

Lubrication System 

Water Box



Variable speed drive

Design series code: 

E: High efficiency 

Cooling capacity (RT)

R134a Centrifugal Chiller

TCCWE E V****
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VSD series

Features
High efficiency, energy saving

The chillers adopt R134a refrigerant, and by using the breakthrough 
high speed inverter technology to enhance the efficiency resulting in 
COP up to 6.45. These series of centrifugal chillers solve a worldwide 
problem in the industry in terms of- small capacity models which 
are difficult to reach high efficiency.
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Take back the initial investment costs in a shorter period of time.
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Quiet operation
The motor directly drives the impellers, reduces transmission parts, less mechanical loss and reduced running sound value 
up to 10dB(A).

Wide operation range
By using a variety of the chiller’s combination, this expands the product application range, effectively reduces the 

surge point and decreasing operational costs.

Reliability quality

Long lifespan

Axial force self-balance technology, air flow can produce axial force on each impeller, the axial force balance technology 

makes both the axial force on the impeller always cancel each other to ensure self-balance. The remaining axial force is only 
10% of that in the traditional structure to further promote product reliability.

The compressor adopts high-speed inverter motor which is directly connected to the impellers in two-stages, resulting in 
reduced transmission parts, less mechanical loss, better reliability and long lifespan.

Normal New

Normal New
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Note: 
Nominal cooling capacities are based on the following conditions:
Chilled water inlet/outlet temp.(1): 12°C/7°C; Cooling water inlet/outlet temperature 30/35°C.
Chilled water inlet/outlet temp.(2): 12°C/7°C; Cooling water inlet/outlet temperature 32/37°C.
The design max. working pressure for both evaporator and condenser are 1.0MPa, higher pressure demand can be customized.

Specifications
Model(TCCWE***EV) 250 300 350 400 450 500 550

Cooling RT 250 300 350 400 450 500 550

capacity
kW 879 1055 1231 1407 1582 1758 1934 

104kcal/h 76 91 106 121 136 151 166 

Efficiency

Running power (1) kW 141 164 191 223 246 274 307 

COP(1) kW/ kW 6.26 6.43 6.45 6.31 6.43 6.41 6.30 

Running power (2) kW 153 178 209 243 267 296 330

COP(2) kW/ kW 5.75 5.92 5.88 5.80 5.93 5.94 5.86

Compressor

Configured power kW 200 200 240 280 315 315 350 

Power supply 380V-3Ph-50Hz

Starting method Direct-drive, inverter

Motor cooled by Refrigerant

Evaporator

Chilled water pressure drop kPa 53.10 52.57 53.03 53.57 54.18 53.96 53.60

Pass 2

Chilled water inlet/outlet 
temperature

°C 12/7

Fouling factor m2. °C/kW 0.018

Connection type Flange

Water pipe inlet/outlet diameter DN200 DN200 DN200 DN250 DN250 DN250 DN250

Condenser

Chilled water flow 151 181 212 242 272 302 333 m3/h

Cooling water flow m3/h 180 215 252 288 323 359 396

Cooling water pressure drop kPa 49.80 51.25 51.54 50.50 51.98 54.63 55.47

Pass 2

Cooling water inlet/outlet 
temperature

°C 30/35

m2. °C/kWFouling factor 0.044

Connection type Flange

Water pipe inlet/outlet diameter DN200 DN200 DN200 DN250 DN250 DN250 DN250

Weight
Shipping weight kg 4650 4800 4950 5650 5800 5950 6100 

Running weight kg 5550 5750 5950 6700 6900 7100 7300 

Dimension

Unit length mm 3650 3650 3650 3650 3650 3650 3650

Unit width mm 1940 1940 1940 2000 2000 2000 2000 

Unit height mm 2150 2150 2150 2150 2150 2150 2150

Packing length mm 3650 3650 3650 3650 3650 3650 3650

Packing width mm 1940 1940 1940 2000 2000 2000 2000

Packing height mm 2350 2350 2350 2350 2350 2350 2350
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Dimensions

Model

Dimension Base Pipe locate position

A B C M W P R U T F L K I H J
Evaporator Condenser

mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm

TCCWE250EV

3650 1940 2150 2240 1740 240 200 100 2780 670 1040 485 605 975 970 DN200 DN200TCCWE300EV

TCCWE350EV

TCCWE400EV

3650 2000 2150 2300 1800 240 200 100 2780 620 1090 500 555 1025 1000 DN250 DN250

TCCWE450EV

TCCWE500EV

TCCWE550EV
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A B
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Cooling water outlet

A direction

Cooling water inlet

Cooling water outlet

Cooling water inlet
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Foundation arrangement drawing

The evaporator center line

The condenser center line

Drainage ditch
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R

Unit:mm
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Nomenclature

High Efficiency Series 

Cooling capacity 1500RT

E:Design series number

W:Water cooled

C:Cooling only

TC: Topaire Centrifugal Chiller

TC C E HW 1500

H: High efficiency type 

1500 : Cooling capacity RT 

E: Design series number 

W: Water cooled

C: Cooling only

TC: Topaire Centrifugal Chiller



Specifications

Note:
1.Nominal cooling capacities are based on the AHRI STANDARD 550/590(I-P)-2015;
2.The working pressure of the water side for both the  evaporator and condenser are 1.0MPa, 1.6Mpa,2.0Mpa can be customized.
3.As a result of the continuous improvement of the product, the above parameters may be changed, please refer to the product nameplate 
parameters and in-kind;
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600 650 700 750 800 850 900 950 1000 1100 1200 1300

2110 2285 2461 2637 2813 2989 3164 3340 3516 3868 4219 4571

181 197 212 227 242 257 272 287 302 333 363 393

600 650 700 750 800 850 900 950 1000 1100 1200 1300Model(TCCWE****H)

346.9 375.3 404.3 433.4 465.7 493.6 520.9 546.4 576.5 630.5 685.9 744.1

0.5783 0.5774 0.5777 0.5779 0.5823 0.5808 0.5788 0.5753 0.5766 0.5732 0.5717 0.5724

20.75 20.78 20.77 20.76 20.61 20.66 20.73 20.86 20.81 20.93 20.99 20.96

6.08 6.09 6.09 6.08 6.04 6.05 6.07 6.11 6.10 6.13 6.15 6.14

400V/10KV-3Ph-50Hz

Refrigerant

15.3 17.7 18.1 18.7 18.6 19.2 19.9 19.5 20.0 19.8 19.5 22.6

46.6 53.9 55.2 57.0 56.7 58.5 60.7 59.4 61.0 60.4 59.4 68.9

1440 1560 1680 1800 1920 2040 2160 2280 2400 2639 2879 3119

327 354 382 409 436 463 491 518 545 599 654 708

2

Flange

DN300

1785 1930 2078 2232 2378 2530 2675 2828 2976 3269 3564 3862

405 438 472 507 540 575 607 642 676 742 809 877

19.4 22.4 22.6 22.4 22.2 24.2 23.6 21.7 23.3 21.7 21.1 24.4

59.1 68.3 68.9 68.3 67.7 73.8 71.9 66.1 71.0 66.1 64.3 74.4

2

Flange

DN300

490 490 490 490 490 560 560 560 840630 695 760

0.018

0.000100

0.044

0.000250

29.44/34.61

85.0/94.3

12.22/6.67

54/44

11070 11120 11190 11270 11355 11425 11494 11920 12067 12235 12380 12480

13020 13100 13209 13350 13564 13712 13839 14532 14773 15108 15376 15500

4690 4690 4690 4690 4690 4690 4690 4755 4755 4755 4755 4755

1950 1950 1950 1950 1950 1950 1950 2260 2260 2260 2260 2260

2410 2410 2410 2410 2410 2410 2410 2610 2610 2610 2610 2610

4690 4690 4690 4690 4690 4690 4690 4745 4745 4745 4745 4745

1950 1950 1950 1950 1950 1950 1950 2260 2260 2260 2260 2260

2600 2600 2600 2600 2600 2600 2600 2800 2800 2800 2800 2800

RT

kW

104kcal/h

Cooling
capacity

E˜ciency

Compressor

Evaporator

Condenser

Weight

Dimension

kWRunning power

kW/Ton

Btu/W.h

kW/kW

COP

Power supply

Motor cooled by

ft/wg

Chilled water flow rate

kPa

m3/h

gpm

Chilled water pressure drop

Pass

Connection type

Cooling water flow rate

Cooling water pressure drop

Pass

Connection type

Water pipe inlet/
outlet diameter

Water pipe inlet/
outlet diameter

kWMotor input power

kgShipping weight

kgRunning weight

mmUnit length

mmUnit width

mmUnit height

mmPacking length (Simple)

mmPacking width (Simple)

mmPacking height (Simple)

m2. °C/kW
Fouling factor

m2. °C/kW

ft2.°F/Btuh.

h.ft2.°F/Btu

Fouling factor

Cooling water inlet/outlet 
temperature

°C

°F

Chilled water inlet/outlet 
temperature

°C

°F

mm

gpm

m3/h

ft/wg

Kpa

mm
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Dimensions
TCCWE600H-TCCWE1300H

R

Chilled water inlet
A

D
A
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A direction

Chilled water outlet

C
L

F I
H

K J
B

Chilled water outlet

Chilled water inlet

100

200x200
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0 

80

35
0 45

045
o

Unit baseplate

Rubber pad

Basesteel sheet 20xW300xL300

Equipped by user

(φ15) 300x300

E

D

P

550

200

200

40
0 

40
0

BB

Foundation arrangement drawing

Cement foundation

Drainage ditch

1:25

C

C

B-B

C-C

TCCWE600H~1300H

TCCWE
M

1500 4600 1300 1300 1000

T Y

Maintenance space size(mm)

Z S

Model

Dimension Support Pipe locate position

A B C D E F L K I H J
Evaporator Condenser

mm mm mm mm mm

P R

mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm

TCCWE600H

TCCWE650H

TCCWE700H

4690 1950 2410 3780 1750 530 990 500 580 1040 975 DN300 DN300TCCWE750H

TCCWE800H

TCCWE850H

TCCWE900H

TCCWE950H

TCCWE1000H

4755 2260 2610 3780 2060 585 1085 592.5 650 1120 1130 DN300 DN300TCCWE1100H

TCCWE1200H

TCCWE1300H

240 200

240 200

Unit:mm



Nomenclature

Super High Efficiency Series 

E : Super high efficiency type 

1500 : Cooling capacity RT

E : Design series number

W : Water cooled

C : Cooling only

TC : Topaire Centrifugal Chiller

TC C W E E1500
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Specifications

600 650 700 750 800 850 900 950 1000 1100 1200 1300

2110 2285 2461 2637 2813 2989 3164 3340 3516 3868 4219 4571

181 197 212 227 242 257 272 287 302 333 363 393

600 650 700 750 800 850 900 950 1000 1100 1200 1300Model(TCCWE****E)

339.5 366.6 394.3 422.2 449.1 447.0 505.5 537.1 559.6 614.9 669.6 723.7

0.5560 0.5642 0.5635 0.5630 0.5616 0.5614 0.5618 0.5655 0.5596 0.5590 0.5580 0.5568

21.20 21.27 21.30 21.31 21.37 21.38 21.36 21.22 21.44 21.46 21.50 21.55

6.21 6.23 6.24 6.24 6.26 6.26 6.26 6.22 6.28 6.29 6.30 6.31

400V/10KV-3Ph-50Hz

Refrigerant

13.1 15.4 15.6 16.3 16.3 17.1 17.5 16.9 17.4 17.4 17.4 20.0

39.9 46.9 47.5 49.7 49.7 52.1 53.3 51.5 53.0 53.0 53.0 61.0

1440 1560 1680 1800 1920 2040 2160 2280 2400 2639 2879 3119

327 354 382 409 436 463 491 518 545 599 654 708

2

Flange

DN300

1778 1925 2074 2222 2370 2519 2667 2821 2968 3260 3551 3854

404 437 471 505 538 572 606 641 674 740 806 875

16.9 19.7 20.1 20.1 20.0 19.0 21.0 19.5 20.8 19.5 19.2 22.2

51.5 60.0 61.3 61.3 61.0 57.9 64.0 59.4 63.4 59.4 58.5 67.7

2

Flange

DN300

490 490 490 490 490 560 560 560 760630 695 695

0.018

0.000100

0.044

0.000250

29.44/34.61

85/94.3

12.22/6.67

54/44

RT

kW

104kcal/h

Cooling
capacity

Efficiency

Compressor

Evaporator

Condenser

Weight

Dimension

kWRunning power

kW/Ton

Btu/W.h

kW/kW

COP

Power supply

Motor cooled by

ft/wg

Chilled water flow rate

kPa

m3/h

gpm

Chilled water pressure drop

Pass

Connection type

Cooling water flow rate

Cooling water pressure drop

Pass

Connection type

Water pipe inlet/
outlet diameter

Water pipe inlet/
outlet diameter

kWMotor input power

kgShipping weight

kgRunning weight

mmUnit length

mmUnit width

mmUnit height

mmPacking length(Simple)

mmPacking width(Simple)

mmPacking height(Simple)

m2. °C/kW
Fouling factor

m2. °C/kW

h.ft2.°F/Btu

h.ft2.°F/Btu

Fouling factor

Cooling water inlet/outlet 
temperature

°C

°F

Chilled water inlet/outlet 
temperature

°C

°F

mm

gpm

m3/h

ft/wg

Kpa

mm

12130 12130 12310 12460 12580 12720 12850 13560 13730 13950 14250 14250

14280 14310 14529 14740 14989 15207 15395 16372 16636 17023 17446 17470

5020 5020 5020 5020 5020 5020 5020 5045 5045 5045 5045 5045

2100 2100 2100 2100 2100 2100 2100 2260 2260 2260 2260 2260

2510 2510 2510 2510 2510 2510 2510 2610 2610 2610 2610 2610

5020 5020 5020 5020 5020 5020 5020 5045 5045 5045 5045 5045

2100 2100 2100 2100 2100 2100 2100 2260 2260 2260 2260 2260

2700 2700 2700 2700 2700 2700 2700 2800 2800 2800 2800 2800

Note:
Nominal cooling capacities are based on the AHRI STANDARD 550/590(I-P)-2015;
Chilled water inlet/outlet temp. : 54°F/44°F; Cooling water inlet/outlet temperature 85°F/94.3°F.
The working pressure of water side for both evaporator and condenser are 1.0MPa, higher pressure demand can be customized.
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TCCWE600E-TCCWE1300E

R
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o

Unit baseplate

Rubber pad

Basesteel sheet 20xW300xL300

Equipped by user

(φ15) 300x300

E

D

P

550

200

200

40
0 

40
0

BB

Foundation arrangement drawing

Cement foundation

Drainage ditch

1:25

C

C

B-B

C-C

A

D
A

Motor maintenance space  M

Tube service space T

Chilled water inlet

Leftward 
service space 

Rightward 
service space

A direction

Top spaceY

Chilled water outlet

C
L

F I
H

K J
B

Chilled water outlet

Chilled water inlet

Z S
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Note: T represents tube service space. Both sides are okay.

TCCWE600E~1300E

TCCWE
M

1500 4600 1300 1300 1000

T Y

Maintenance space size(mm)

Z S

Model

Dimension Support Pipe locate position

A B C D E F L K I H J
Evaporator Condenser

mm mm mm mm mm

P R

mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm

TCCWE600E

TCCWE650E

TCCWE700E

5020 2100 2510 3780 1750 530 990 500 580 1040 975 DN300 DN300TCCWE750E

TCCWE800E

TCCWE850E

TCCWE900E

TCCWE950E

TCCWE1000E

5045 2260 2610 3780 2060 585 1085 592.5 650 1120 1130 DN300 DN300TCCWE1100E

TCCWE1200E

TCCWE1300E

240 200

240 200

Unit:mm

Dimensions



Starter Cabinet Dimensions

Closed star-delta starting cabinet High voltage start cabinet

Starting cabinet space layout

Front view Back view

W(1000)xD(800)xH(2200)

Side view

2
00

8001000

1000

1500

10
00

1000

1500

10
00

Closed star-delta starting 
cabinet maintenance, 

operation plane spacing

High pressure direct starting 
cabinet maintenance, 

operation plane spacing

Side view Back view Front view

1100 1100

2
00
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Optional Items / Accessories 
Accessories Optional items 

Power supply 50Hz is standard, 60Hz is optional.

Water inlet/outlet 
connection 

Flange type connection is standard for the condenser and evaporator. 
Victaulic type connection is optional.

High pressure water box
Standard water box can sustain 1.0Mpa pressure .1.6Mpa or 
2.0Mpa pressure are optional.

Marine water box
The condenser and evaporator can be provided with marine water box on 
the water connection side which provides easy access to the tube for 
inspection, clearing and removal without disturbing the water pipe 
connection.

Pass The standard chiller is 2 passes. 1 pass or 3 passes are optional.

VSD (Variable speed drive)
Units with a capa city of less than 1300Tons can be equipped with 
VSD for super high efficiency partial load. 
Primary VSD design (30%, 50%~100%)

Chiller starter

Star-Delta is the standard starter installed in the chiller. Auto transmit 
starter is another option for the low voltage chiller. Soft starter also can 
be provided to reduce shock to the power supply grid. Direct on line 
(DOL) is optional for high voltage chiller (3000/11000V).  

Chiller sequence 
management (Chiller 
Plant Manager)  

Chiller plant manager can be provided to multiple installations for 
control & monitor low side work. 

Chiller vibration isolator Spring isolator and rubber pad are optional accessories from the factory

Dual compressor Dual compressor systems provide more reliability and larger capacity.

Sectional transportation
The chiller can be transported in sections and assembled on site under
Topaire engineer’s inspection.

Witness performance  testing Factory can arrange for customers to observe testing.

Heat recovery Part heat recovery or full heat recovery (45°C to 60°C) 

Bigger chilled water Delta T Range from 5°C to 11°C

Centrifugal heat pump Hot water temperature up to 60°C 

Water storage or Ice storage Water storage or Ice storage dual model chiller. 
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MIC(Microprocessor Intelligent Control)
User-friendly Interface

The MIC control system is equipped with an MODBUS-RTU port or other optional protocols that offer multiple 
remote control, monitoring and diagnostic possibilities. It provides a platform to display the real time information 
and self-control the entire system. It also integrates programs such as pre-alarm, safety protection, interlock control 
etc., which ensures the system’s proper start/start, normal operation and energy saving pause operation function 
smoothly.
The unit controller is factory mounted, wired and tested before shipment, to ensure the unit is in proper running 
order. 

Safety Protocols 

Oil pressure difference low/
too low 
Oil temp. High & too high 
Compressor motor ampere high 
& too high 
Anti-freezing protection
Oil pump overload 
Starter fault
Long time starting 
Evaporator pressure low/too low 
Refrigerant pressure high/too high (Condenser) 
Water cut off in evaporator or condenser 
Compressor motor ampere too low

Set outlet temperature by user 
Automatically load or unload 
according to the chilled water 
temperature
Pause function reduces operation 
cost
Independent start/stop control

Operation ControlInterface Display

Graphical display 
Touch screen
Operation status
Operation Parameters 
Pre-alarm/alarm 
indication and record 
Enquiry function for data 
history and trend curve

Interlock Control

Oil pump pre-lubrication/post-
lubrication 
Water pump pre-running/ 
post-running 
Starter interlock control Pause/
Stop mode IGV interlock Pause/
stop mode IGV interlock Safety 
testing before start Pre-alarm 
interlock control
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Basic Indication Items 
Chilled water inlet temperature 
Chilled water outlet temperature 
Cooling water inlet temperature 
Cooling water outlet 
temperature Condensing 
pressure Evaporating pressure
Oil supply temperature
Oil supply pressure
Oil sump temperature
Oil sump pressure
Oil supply pressure difference 
Inlet guide vane opening 
Running current (percentage) 
Total power on time
Total running time
Total start-up time

The protection control, if necessary, shuts the 
chiller down or limits the inlet opening guide 
vane to protect the chiller from possible damage. 
Inadequate oil supply pressure difference. 
Excessive oil supply temperature
Inadequate oil sump temperature
Oil pump current overload
Inadequate chilled water flow 
Low chilled water outlet temperature
Compressor motor current overload 
Excessive main motor winding temperature 
Excessive Start time 
Inadequate evaporation pressure
Excessive condensing pressure 
Temperature transmitter faults
Pressure transmitter faults
Starter faults
Phase unbalance, phase loss, phase reversal 
Under voltage
Over voltage31

Safety Cutouts



Minimum IGV opening control

Maximum main motor current control

Leaving chilled water temperature control

Inlet guide vane actuator 

Manual mode option

Note:Setting values refer to user manual

Capacity Control
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User Settings
Restart temperature

Pause temperature

Current limit

Full load/rated load

Chilled water outlet temperature

Rated motor currenct

System control mode

Low oil supply pressure difference (before start) 
Low oil supply pressure difference (after start) 
Minimum oil supply pressure difference. 
Minimum oil sump temperature

High oil supply temperature

Maximum oil supply temperature

Low evaporation pressure

Minimum evaporation pressure

High condensing temperature 

Maximum condensing temperature 

Low chilled water outlet temperature

Critical inlet guide vane opening

Critical water temperature

Standard Protection

Oil pressure tracks oil flow and oil-pump operation. A significant drop in oil pressure difference indicates oil pump failure, oil 

leakage, or blockage in the oil-circuit. During compressor pre-lube mode pressure should not fall below set point. Failure to meet 

this requirement leads to  chiller start-up inhibitation. When the compressor is running, an alarm will be displayed if the pressure 

is below the set point. And if this value decreases to the minimum set point the chiller will shut-down.

High oil temperature when the oil pump and/or compressor are running may be an indication of oil-cooler failure, overheating 

of the oil and the bearings, or oil filter blockage. If the oil temperature continuesto  increase to the maximum set point, the chiller 

will shut-down. The start of the compressor will be affected if the oil sump temperature is below the set point. The diagnosis will 

be displayed on the user interface. 

The chiller controller algorithm keeps the condenser pressure under a specified maximum pressure. The chiller can run up to 100 

percent of this set point safely and reliably. If the condenser pressure exceeds the set point, the system will prohibit the opening 

of the inlet guide vane to decrease the pressure or shut off the chiller immediately according to the indicated set point. 

The oil pump control panel will monitor the oil pump current , and shut the chiller off when the oil pump current exceeds its 

maximum set point.

Low Supply Oil-pressure Difference Protection

Oil-Temperature Protection

Oil Pump Current Overload Protection

High Condenser-Pressure Protection 



The chiller controller algorithm keeps the evaporator pressure above a specified minimum pressure. The chiller can run up to 100 

percent of this setpoint safely and reliably.

If the evaporator pressure decreases below the set point, the system will prohibit the opening of the inlet guide vane to increase 

the pressure or shut off the chiller immediately according to the indicated set point. 

Water flow switch installation is in the water piping system. The chiller controller has a digital input that will indicate the water 

flow. When this input does not show the flow within a fixed time during start-up, the process will be terminated. If the flow is 

lost while the chiller is in running, the system will shut the chiller off to protect the chiller from possible damage.

Low Evaporator-Pressure Protection 

Water Flow Protection
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The control panel will monitor the current drawn by each line of the motor and if the highest of the three lines exceeds 110% of 

the rated current, the system will close the inlet guide vane automatically and monitor the current to ensure it returns to normal 

levels.The system will shut the chiller off if the highest of the three line currents exceeds 115% of the rated current. The current 

overload protection does not prohibit the chiller from reaching its full-load amperage .

Power Supply Protection
Transformer or power supply protection module comes factory installed  in the starter, if any overvoltage or undervoltage, 

phase-unbalance, phase-loss or phase reversal happens, the control system will detect it and shut the chiller down.

Low chilled water outlet temperature protection, also known as anti-freeze protection, prevents water from freezing in the 

evaporator by immediately pausing the chiller if the chilled water outlet temperature reaches its minimum allowable value. After 

the chilled water inlet temperature reaches the restart set point, the chiller will start automatically. This may occur due to sensor 

fault, incorrect set point of chilled water outlet temperature or lack of chilled water flow. 

Starter failure protection ensures the compressor motor disconnects from the power supply if the motor reaches its limitations. 

The controller manages all start and stop operations. If the starter malfunctions and does not disconnect the compressor motor 

from the line in an emergency situation, the controller will recognize the fault and shut the chiller down immediately.

Low Chilled Water Outlet Temperature Protection

Current Overload Protection

Starter Failure Protection

This function monitors the motor temperature and terminates chiller operation when the temperature is excessive. The 

controller monitors the winding-temperature sensors any time the controller is energized. And immediately shut the chiller 

down if the temperature surpasses the maximum set point. 

During start-up, if the changeover from “WYE” connection to Delta connection exceeds a set time. The system will shut the 

chiller off immediately to protect the chiller from possible damage.

Start Time Limit Protection

High Motor-Winding Temperature Protection
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Centralized Control 

By monitoring all the parameters such as chilled water outlet temp., setting temp., evaporating pressure, condensing pressure

inlet guide vane opening degree, etc., the intelligent control logic decides the best load adjustment method and optimizes the

motor frequency and the opening rate of the inlet guide vane to guarantee safe operation in various load conditions.

The conventional BMS system only focuses on interlock control, operation

status and parameter monitoring, which achieves automation and energy

m a n a g e m e n t ,  b u t  f a i l s  t o  r e a l i z e  t h e  b e n e fi t s  o f  e q u i p m e n t

synchronization. Topaire centralized energy management system

attaches importance to building load prediction and control, and

coordinates the operation of air-conditioners, fans and water pumps 

to realize optimum energy management.

System Control Functions

Energy management

Pragmatic Control Modes:

Various and auto control, remote and local control, etc.

Equalized operation time:

Automatically balance the operation time of each unit to extend 

life-span and minimize the maintenance

Optimum operation schedule:

Optimizes the operation schedule and qty. of water pumps, to 

minimize total system power consumption. 

System data report:

Reports the operation capacity, power consumption and energy 

saving results, as well the mas operation and error history. 

Strategies to address problem:

System status indication and pre-alarm/alarm functions ensure 

safety. Complete data history allows for easy access to all 

operating history. 

Remote communication function

Adoption of the public open protocol enables data exchange

between the onsite energy management centre and the upper 

remote monitoring system and remote operation, maintenance and management.

Climatic feedback control: Collect outdoor temperature readings and adjust the water volume accordingly,thus reducing

energy consumption.

Cycle duty operation: Supply different capacity according to specific application in each building

Load prediction control: Due to perspective control logic, it decreases startup and shutdown frequency  and minimizes the

impact on the power grid, therefore extending the life span of the unit and reducing power consumption.

Touchable
Screen

Central
Controller

Centrifugal
Chiller

Centrifugal
Chiller

Screw Water
Chiller

Pressure difference sensor

Tem
perature sensor

W
ater flow m

eter

Electrical operated valve

Chilling water pum
p

Chilled water pum
p

Cooling tower

Electricity panel

BMS
SYSTEM

Topaire Chiller Central Controller

Intelligent Control Logic Ensures System Reliability

Advanced Control Room & Centralized Controls

Centralized Control and Remote Management

Refrigerating
machine  

Cooling
pump 

Combined air 
tower 

Water 
conditioning unit 

Fan coilClimatic
conditioning

cabinet

Enterprise
energy 

management
platform

Enterprise-level management layer

Energy Management System (EMS)

Building Automation System (BAS)

BAS management layer

Security system , elevator system

Lighting system and  MICS

MICS control layer

Control equipment layer of chiller system

Control layer of chiller system

Equipment layer

Water chiller

Water pump and cooling tower

Terminals, valves, sensors, etc.

RS485

RS485



Selection Software
Software optimizes the configuration and performance of Topaire product as well as ensures the actual requirements of 

your HVAC system are met.This independent software can select the best configuration according to the requirements of your 

HVAC system. After input of the general parameters such as cooling capacity, fouling factor, pass number, power supply, etc. 

Nominal data and physical data for typical compressor-evaporator - condenser combinations are given by product list. 

Topaire R&D department and software engineers continually update all product information, and customers can receive 

the updated information online.

Selection interface

Selection report

T
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Branches

Penang
No 4, Lengkok Kikik 2, Taman Inderawasih, 13600, Prai, Pulau Pinang. 
Tel: 04-399 2050/1     Fax: 04-398 2050

Johor Bahru
No. 62, Jalan Permas Jaya 9/13, Bandar Baru Permas Jaya, 81750 Johor Bahru, Johor Darul Takzim. 
Tel: 07-388 4600/1     Fax: 07-388 4602

Kota Bahru
Lot 1848, Jalan Hospital, Kg. Cherang, Taman Kenangan, 15200 Kota Bahru, Kelantan.             
Tel: 09-748 9295    Fax: 09-748 9297

Melaka
DT 3662, Jalan Angkasa Nuri 21, Taman Angkasa Nuri, 76100 Durian Tunggal, Melaka. 
Tel: 06-332 1027   Fax: 06-337 2360

Sabah
Lot 2, (DBKK No.69) Lorong Inanam 5 3/4 Miles, Tuaran Road, 88450 Kota Kinabalu, Sabah.
P.O. Box 526, 88857, Inanam, Kota Kinabalu, Sabah 
Tel: 088-388 339   Fax: 088-389 339

Head Office

TOPAIRE SALES & SERVICES SDN BHD 
(274725-W)

No.A7-2-2, Block A, Megan Salak Park, Jalan 
2/125E, Taman Desa Petaling, 57100 Kuala Lumpur.

Tel : 603-90563228 (Hunting line) 
603-90562818 / 603-90562868. 

Fax  : 603-90562800.
Email : sales@topaire.com.my     

www.topaire.com.my  

Manufacturer

Manufacturer

Manufacturer

TCCWE/EV/H/0618
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